Step 1: Find an even piece of ground, stake out your tent and assemble the Eye Pole. Insert green end of one pole into the M hub of other, repeat for other side to complete the Eye Pole.

Step 2: Insert ends of Eye Pole into Jakes Foot™. Attach tent body to pole using ultralight clips.

Step 3: Drape rain fly over tent, attach velcro loops on fly to pole (loop is located at seam on left side of vestibule door zipper). Attach fly to Jakes Foot™ and side release buckles. Stake out vestibules and guy out as needed.

LT Strike 2-Pitching Instructions

In order to familiarize yourself with your new tent, we recommend you “test pitch” before embarking on your wilderness adventure. For more helpful tips, go to www.sierradesigns.com/tents.html

Package Includes: Tent Body, Rain Fly, 2 Eye Pole sections, 2 Guy Cords, 6 Tent Stakes, 1 Pole Sack & 1 Stake Sack.